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Szilárd Biernaczky: tHe Bride ina-kullu-OzOrO
(in the 19th century, a self-taught Hungarian ethnological field worker establishes a family in africa.
On the 200th anniversary of the birth of lászló magyar)

L

ászló magyar, whose 200th birth anniversary was celebrated
in 2018, has essentially entered the world literature with this famous event. after all, the excellent angolan poetess
ana Paula tavares has created a poem about the history of lászló magyar's marriage to an african woman, which
can now be read in several european languages. this publication contains the Hungarian translation of the poem,
the ethnographic notes attached to it, and excerpts from lászló magyar's book, diary excerpts and letters that
mention Princess ina-kullu-Ozoro, the daughter of then ruler of the Ovimbundu of angola, kajája-kajangula, the
mother of lászló magyar’s children.
rOSana ŠkrgulJa: Saint QuirinuS and SiSek

Built on the ruins of prehistoric Segestica, ancient Siscia (today: Sisak, croatia) has grown into one of the major
cities of the roman empire due to its location along major trade routes. following the spread of christianity in
the 3rd century, the settlement soon became an episcopal seat. Quirinus, who was later ordained a saint, was the
bishop of Siscia. He was captured by maximus during the persecution of christians and to Savaria, another
important city in Pannonia (today: Szombathely), to be judged there to set an example. relatively few memories
and traditions of St. Quirinus have survived in the town of Sisak.
gaBriella gáSPár: WOmen’S land PrOPerty inHeritance in tHe nádaSd family
BaSed On 14tH-century SOurceS

in her study, the author shows how kinship relations can be analyzed in the nádasd family on the basis of the 14thcentury charters on women’s special rights. the practices documented in the sources fall within the scope of
matrimonial property law and the issuance of women’s quarters, women’s share, dowry, or related claims,
concessions, etc. the legal-historical analysis of the documents not only makes it possible to clarify the kinship,
but also contributes to the exploration of the practical features of 14th-century matrimonial property law within
certain families.
zSuzSanna HOrvátH: POrtraitS Of tHree ScientiStS – györgy kerecSényi, láSzló
ettre, iStván reiman – frOm tHe PaSt Of SzentgOttHárd HigH ScHOOl

the 125-year-old vörösmarty mihály High School has gained reputation for its former students. dezső kerecsényi
(1898–1945) was a literary scholar; author of textbooks, a monograph on ferenc kölcsey and several studies. lászló
ettre (1922–2010) was a well-known representative of a new discipline, he worked in the field of chromatography,
reaching the peak of his career in the uSa. istván reiman (1927–2012), a mathematician and university professor,
taught generations of young people and started them on their scientific career. He was the instructor of the Hungarian
team on the international mathematical Olympiads.
iStván Péter németH: “WOnderful reSPlendence Of tHe Huge
Surface Of Water” (a look at Sándor dömötör’s decade at the lake Balaton)

the author has already written in the vasi Szemle about the ethnographer and museum director Sándor dömötör.
Sándor dömötör and lajos kuntár led an ethnographic training camp in veszprém county in the summer of 1955,
and the course documents can be found in the 2nd issue of the journal’s 2013 issue. the author has now chosen a
selection of Sándor dömötör’s works related to lake Balaton, so that a kind of portrait can be compiled from the
ethnographer’s experiences linked to the lake. He began his career as a cashier at a resort in kenese in 1936, while
publishing all along. after about seven decades, his poetic confession, written as a prisoner of war, is republished
hereby. returning home, an intellectual life awaited him, he also took part in the publishing works of the Balatoni
kurír. from the lake his path led on to the Savaria museum.
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Ottó mOlnár: yveS de daruvar (1921–2018), a frencH catHOlic in tHe Service Of
tHe Hungarian natiOn

the biographical study shows how a Hungarian-born foreigner with a french affiliation and european selfawareness found his place in the stormiest century of our history. in addition to the authenticity of the historical
facts, the author takes into account the personality of yves de daruvar, rendering him a personal witness of the
20th century.
JózSef gál: tHe HiStOry Of tHe muSic aSSOciatiOn Of SzOmBatHely (the last years: 1910–1914)

the essay is a chronicle of classical music from the first two decades of the 20th-century Szombathely. the history
of the first decade of the Szombathely music association was documented in vasi Szemle, 2012. 5-6 and 2019. 3
by this same author. the concluding part, like the previous two, includes the music performed, the performers of
the concerts, the media response, and the conflicts of the association. it refers to the musical life during the World
War, briefly touching upon the music programs under the Hungarian Soviet republic, and the vas county cultural
association, reorganized from the autumn of 1919. this continued to organize the music program of the city and
the presentation of classical music programs as the music department of the association. as an appendix to the
writing, it lists the authors of the works performed at the concerts and the names of performers.
antal POlgár: HiStOry Of tHe dam cOnStructiOn at tOrOk On kiS-ráBa
(nick dam as the key to water management in rábaköz)

the nick dam was built in 1930-1932. its task is to satisfy the water needs of the kis-rába-Hanság region’s water
system. the large artefact in the 68 + 500 rkm section of the rába river gravitationally delivers the water to the
kisalföld’s 450 km long canal system. the state-owned artefact is operated and maintained by the north
transdanubia Water directorate. the facility has undergone several renovations over the past 88 years. it still
performs its basic function today, supplemented with additional utilities that meet the requirements of the age.
kálmán Széll: “tWinkle, tWinkle little Star” (thoughts from 2011. Part 2)

i have already published a compilation in the vasi Szemle (issue 2, 2011, pp. 131-154) from my earlier publications,
books, and thoughts that came to my mind in silent moments – at the age of 85. now, at the age of 94, i am resharing my thoughts accumulated since then. i still believe, i hope, that in this accelerated history we still have
time to think, and that the horizontal superficiality of everyday life does not conceal or destroy the recognition of
vertical relationships. the spirit (thought world), in contrast to matter, is capable to propel itself, to grow, and to
inspire other minds. if readers accept or reject my thoughts, they can survive. Beyond our virtual survival, we
enrich, color, and enhance our worldview and culture.
Péter BalOgH: JánOS HeckenaSt (1936–2019)

On October 17, 2019, architect János Heckenast, a doyen of the profession, a respected figure of the city, has
passed away. this commemoration revives the most important stages of his life, his work as a designer and urbanist,
as well as his literary activity. the architect, who is also active in the public life, has worked in various associations
and professional organizations for many years. for example, he was one of the local organizers of the Savaria
Summer university for urban Studies. under the auspices of the tit (tudományos ismeretterjesztő társulat association for Science dissemination), he gave about a thousand lectures. vasi Szemle bids farewell to a staff
member who strengthened the magazine’s editorial board from 1963 until his death.
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